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•The class assignment was to make some- 
thing woven in multiples with an inexpensive 

material. Susan Beallor-Snyder thought she’d trap a 
Barbie doll in a sphere of willow. She meant it as a 
metaphor for herself: at this point in her life, in 2011, 
she was a woman who felt artistically hampered by 
her outwardly enviable existence as the wife of an 
entertainment executive and mother of two children. 

When she couldn’t find any willow, her professor at 
Georgia’s Savannah College of Art and Design (SCAD) 
suggested she look at Magdalena Abakanowicz’s 
Abakans. The Polish artist’s large sculptural objects 
were made of found materials including sisal, wool, 
and horsehair. The errand inspired Beallor- Snyder to 
visit an Atlanta hardware store. As she browsed the 
rope aisle, she stood at a crossroads in her life. She had 

String Theory
      Susan Beallor-Snyder twists, tangles, and knots coarse rope into beautiful 

representations of emotions within us and the world around us.

| BY DEBRA SPARK |

CLOCKWISE  
FROM TOP LEFT: 
Expectations (2011), 
natural manila rope 
and patinated copper, 
131"H × 41"W; Inner 
Struggle (2011), 
natural manila rope, 
115"H × 28"W; detail 
from Expectations.
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abandoned jewelry design, she had 
enrolled at SCAD to explore other artis-
tic avenues.

On that day in the hardware store, 
Beallor-Snyder noticed natural manila 
rope. She liked its heft and color, the way 

it felt in her hands. She didn’t know it yet, but in 
purchasing the rope, she was choosing a new identity, 
that of a sculptor who knots, wraps, and drapes rope 
to express her emotional life. She made a piece for 
class called Inner Struggle, a tightly knotted uterus-
shaped form with dense, complicated twists. She hung 
the piece on her dining room wall. When Fay Gold, an 
influential former Atlanta gallery owner and now art 
consultant, came to dinner, she said, “You need to do 
more of these.” Then, an interior design friend asked 
for five rope pieces to exhibit in her shop. 

Beallor-Snyder had two more assignments, if of a 

been a black-and-white street photographer since her 
girlhood days roaming the Upper West Side of New 
York, and she had had a successful career as a jewelry 
designer, as well as stints in other creative media. And 
yet, she went for stretches when her artistic side was 
expressed more through cooking and interior design. 
Frequent moves for her husband’s work meant she was 
often unpacking and arranging a new home. 

Three years earlier, she had been thinking she 
wanted to make large statement jewelry pieces for 
exhibition, but the price of gold had gone up, so her 
idea was cost prohibitive. While she hadn’t entirely 

PRODUCING HER ART  
IS PHYSICALLY PAINFUL, 
A DIFFICULTY THAT SHE 
VIEWS AS A CONNECTION 
WITH THE EMOTIONAL 
PAIN HER PIECES 
EXPRESS.

Women’s Work photo by Emily Followill
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different sort, and she was on her way. 
Now, her children are grown, and she and her husband split 

their time between New York City, Weston, and Maine. It is in 
Weston, though, where she finds the solitude she needs to create, 
in an 1860s barn that serves as her studio. Producing her art is 
physically painful, a difficulty that she views as a connection with 
the emotional pain her pieces express. The rope gives her splin-
ters. She sits on the floor working her arm back and forth as she 
wraps and ties, then climbs a ladder to look down and consider 
her progress. 

Her works emerge from the process rather than a precon-
ceived design. She is often inspired by her life, as with Inner 
Struggle. Broken came out of a difficult time in her marriage and 
includes splatters of red paint. Her commissioned pieces take 
their cues from the client or the environment where the work will 
be displayed. Changing Tides, for example, was made for a luxury 
residential building by Washington D.C.’s District Wharf and was 
inspired by the area’s history. The large, organic piece suggests a 
landscape but also, given the undulations of the rope, the body’s 
circulatory system. 

In the last seven years, Beallor-Snyder has produced pieces 
that hang in museums, including New York’s Children’s Museum 
of the Arts, as well as private collections. One private owner is 
Paula  Wallace, the president and founder of SCAD, who admires 
the physicality of what she calls Beallor-Snyder’s “supremely 
inventive” work, as well as the artist’s courage and intellec-
tual rigor. 

As a jewelry designer, Beallor-Snyder sold her work only to 
individuals. Now, with gallery and museum exhibitions, she 
thinks of herself as having a chance to gift beauty to others, which 
was always her artistic ambition. 
EDITOR’S NOTE: To see more of the artist’s work, visit susanbeallorsnyder.com
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BELOW: The artist in her studio in 2017. FACING PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM FAR LEFT:  
Broken (2014), natural manila rope, red paint, and steel nails, 100"H × 26"W; 
Crossroads (2014), natural manila rope, 122"H × 208"W; Women’s Work (2016) 
at the 2016 Southeastern Designer Showhouse, natural manila rope, 120"H × 
44"W; Untitled (2018), natural manila rope, 66"H × 19"W.


